A Special Alumni Newsletter Celebrating 75 Years of Architecture at Rensselaer
THE CELEBRATIONS:

ALUMNI LECTURES

The series will bring established practitioners together with recent graduates to discuss education and the future of the profession.

02.01 JAMES BRADBURN '66 “Architecture and Technology – A Volatile Mix”
MARK MISTUR '03 “Teaching Practice(s)”
02.08 JAMES COLLINS '77 “Strategies for a Problem-Based Practice”
CHRISTOPHER KABATS '03 “Parametric Farm”
02.22 SCOTT WYATT '72 “Change Design”
WEI WEI SHANNON '01 “People’s Architecture: the power of the collective”
03.01 PETER GORMAN '67 “Designing Luxury Hotels and Urban Mixed use Complexes”
DEMETRIOS COMODROMOS '02 “FastForward / Pause / Play”
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03.08 RICHARD RITTELMANN '60 “The Future of the Profession”
MARTHA MERZIG '02 “Machining”
03.22 PETER BOHLIN ’58 “The Nature of Circumstance”
EMILY GRANDSTAFF-RICE ’99 “The Nature of Metaphor”
04.12 HUGH HOCHBERG ’68 “Where Architecture is Headed: the Direction and Future of Practice”
EMILY EASTMAN KOTSAFTIS ‘01 “Greene Pastures”
04.19 STEVEN EHRlich '68 “Multi-Cultural Modernism”
MATTHEW RICE ’99 “De-Common Practice”

THE 75th ANNIVERSARY BALL

May 12th in the Greene Building, in black tie, bringing the alumni from all decades back to the campus – saluting the great teachers of the school.